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By BARBARA PAUL-EMILE

Sunstar Publishing Ltd. Hardcover. Book Condition: New. Hardcover. 240 pages. Dimensions: 8.7in.
x 5.6in. x 1.0in.SEER, set in the Caribbean, traces the mystical adventures of Becka, shamanhealer,
as she travels into the spirit-world on a mission to resolve the life and death issues faced by her
neighbors son. Becka endeavors to heal the spirit and thereby heal the body. During these dream-
travels she encounters entities and intriguing characters that explode her understanding of time
and reconfigure her sense of the real. The plot builds in such a way as to reveal startling
developments and revelations about connectedness and the essential unity of people through
time. The element of suspense is strong because the shamans journey is hazardous and the
outcome uncertain. The prose is interspersed with poetry and song which serve to heighten its
lyricism. Rich in fantasy, myth and magic-realism, the narrative captures the color and cadence of
village life and the strong mystical and animistic roots of Caribbean folk culture. Barbara Paul-
Emile, Professor of English and Maurice E. Goldman Distinguished Professor of Arts and Sciences,
holds a Ph. D. in English. Her work centers on 19th century English Literature, Myth and Caribbean
literature. A member of the faculty...
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ReviewsReviews

This book is great. it was writtern quite flawlessly and helpful. You will not truly feel monotony at whenever you want of your time (that's what catalogs are
for concerning if you ask me).
-- Sterling Kris-- Sterling Kris

Extensive manual! Its this sort of very good study. It is rally fascinating throgh reading time period. I am just pleased to explain how this is actually the
finest publication we have go through during my personal life and can be he greatest ebook for actually.
-- Henri Runolfsdottir-- Henri Runolfsdottir
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